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unfortunately, while these audio mixes are far more solid than most of the other extras, they're
still too subtle to be heard over all the background noise in the theater. the 5.1 audio is very well
done, with an engaging mix of both domestic and exotic elements. dialogue is distinguished, with
a strong sense of channel separation, and most of the effects have been well mixed into the mix,
including subtle but noticeable hiss when the characters are in the background. the score has a
more powerful presence than on the previous film, but there's still room for improvement in this

department. picking up where the first 'shrek' left off, the film introduces us to a new character in
the form of a green ogre named gump. gump and the rest of the fairy tale characters are

scattered throughout the swamp, and they're soon recruited by shrek and friends to help king
farquard fight off the evil lord farquaad, who intends to take over the kingdom and marry princess

fiona. as usual, there's a lot of action, albeit of a different sort than in the previous film, as the
characters travel across the land and take on the opposition in increasingly absurd battles, from

magic-fueled carnival rides to fire-breathing black dragons. if you're familiar with the original film,
then you'll have an idea of how this franchise has expanded its storylines over time, and you'll
know that this isn't the most subtle of changes. while it's possible that i've just exhausted the
previous films' storylines, it's also the case that the film never really fully settles into its new

direction. what 'shrek the third' lacks in forward momentum it makes up for in charm, but that's
not necessarily a good thing. the characters have a strong sense of their own personality, and the

humor is consistently spirited, but it never really feels like anything new is happening -- or, at
least, not something that warrants a third movie in this particular series. in the end, i'm afraid that

'shrek the third' is just another 'shrek.'
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